The Best Hour

Imagine if... 'The Best Hour' was at stake and kids rushed to tell their parents, "Get up! I don't want to miss Kreek Kids today!" That's because there are life changing stories and lessons that are taught so creatively that they can't help but be excited and are ready to be engaged in the learning process.

Imagine if... 'The Best Hour' started when families walked through the doors at Allen Creek. They are directed to the Kreek Kids Check-In Center and immediately see bright, colorful and interesting decor upon arriving as they are greeted warmly by a smiling staff. They know from the minute they arrive that they will be SAFE, accepted and welcomed, even when they have never been to church before.

Imagine if... 'The Best Hour' included a time where children would be part of a small group and they could share and talk about absolutely anything! During Kreek Kids they would only hear encouraging words and learn how to be respectful of one another. Children of all ages experiencing true Biblical community and are left wanting more!

Imagine if... 'The Best Hour' left parents feeling confident their child was SAFE in Kreek Kids. So much so that each parent could relax and soak in the Sunday morning message. 'The Best Hour' not only changed their Sunday morning, it changed the way the entire family lived the rest of their week.

Imagine if... 'The Best Hour' made such an impact on families that parents couldn't wait to start helping in their child's classroom during Kreek Kids.

Imagine if... 'The Best Hour' is run by volunteers who felt confident and trained in their calling. Volunteers who can't wait to serve because they know they are part of a team that is committed to building real and caring relationships with one another as well as with children and their families.

Imagine if... 'The Best Hour' filled volunteers with life instead of draining them of energy. Each volunteer proudly owns their piece of 'The Best Hour' and use their God-given gifts and talents in their department to the fullest. They understand how important they are and how they fit into the big picture of Allen Creek.

'The Best Hour' is child targeted, family driven and volunteer approved.

'The Best Hour' reaches and teaches the entire family with the life changing message of Christ.

Join us for 'The Best Hour' in a family's week, one at a time!